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For comparison, have a look at the Kawasaki lineup. The Kawasaki line of motorcycles includes
a wide range of options covering hypersport, supersport, sport, naked, adventure, touring,
dual-purpose, and cruiser models. It goes beyond the normal categories as well, into the realm
of the dirt roadâ€¦ or perhaps, no road at all. The Ninja H2-R is the exclamation point for the
entire Kawasaki lineup. Featuring a cc inline four-cylinder engine, proprietary supercharger,
lightweight trellis frame, compact superbike dimensions, carbon fiber aerodynamic devices,
fully adjustable high-performance racing suspension and a rigid single-sided swingarm. The H2
and H2 Carbon carry forward from basically unchanged. The order window is closed for these
limited run street versions of the H2 R. Packed with HP from the supercharged cc engine, and
every high tech goodie a flagship HyperSport bike should have, Kawasaki still keeps the weight
low at lbs fully fueled. In need of a bit more comfort? Wanting to devour touring miles with
hardly a sacrifice from a full hypersport bike? Sharing the cc, Supercharged engine from the H2
family with a sport touring riding position. The very popular Ninja ZX 6R carries forward into
unchanged. Tuned for excellent street performance, the ZX 6R is very capable for weekend track
sessions. The Ninja ZX R receives a major facelift. The aggressive new look incorporates
integrated winglets. Kawasaki claims a percent improvement in downforce compared to the
model. The windscreen is taller, and the fairing improves the heat dissipation with larger
openings. Chassis changes include an 8mm longer swingarm, a 10mm longer wheelbase, a new
lower triple clamp, and revised front fork and shock settings. Ergonomic changes include a
taller windscreen and a revised handlebar position, set farther forward and straighter. Matching
the looks of its larger siblings, the Ninja continues to be a leader in the small displacement
sportbike market. The Ninja is unchanged from , continuing to be an excellent daily rider.
Unchanged from last year, the Ninja SX continues to be a silky smooth, powerful sport machine.
Loaded with comfort and technology, Kawasaki provides far more than one might expect for the
dollars asked. No changes are noted for the Z Pro. None are really needed for the fun little
hooligan machine. A fiercely authentic supernaked, the Kawasaki Z ABS exudes fresh street
style and is immediately recognizable in a crowd with its compact chassis and aggressive
styling. At cc with an ultra-lightweight chassis, every ride is met with exceptional power,
responsiveness and excitement. Unchanged from last year, the Kawasaki ZRS ABS motorcycle
calls upon timeless design elements with minimal bodywork and no fairing for a pure retro-style
look. Unchanged from , the flagship model of the Kawasaki Z line of naked motorcycles,
features a cc liquid-cooled, in-line four-cylinder balanced supercharged engine, effortless
dog-ring transmission, and specifically designed lightweight trellis frame. Complementing the
high-tech suspension are premium Brembo front brake components, which add to even greater
stopping power and control. No changes are noted from the model. It does not appear a Cafe
version is available in Unchanged from The Versys-X features a Ninja -derived cc twin cylinder,
DOHC, DFI engine, lightweight chassis, a low seat height, front cowling and tall windshield, and
a convenient rear carrier. No significant change from the Model. Featuring a compact cc
parallel-twin engine, slim upright riding position, windscreen with two inches of tool-free
adjustment. The Versys LT is equipped with hard saddlebags featuring Kawasakis KQR
mounting system, and hand guards for increased wind protection. Unchanged for , the
Concours 14 ABS rolls along. I wonder how much longer this bike will remain in the lineup. It
still provides a comfortable and powerful platform for Sport Touring, but is lacking the
technology customers expect in this type of motorcycle. It remains the most comfortable 2 up
sport touring offering for Kawasaki, silky smooth and well proven. Mechanically unchanged
from , the Vulcan S and Vulcan S Cafe continue as an excellent urban cruiser choice. Both
models are powered by the same cc, liquid-cooled, DOHC, parallel-twin engine, and each one
also offers the trick Ergo-Fit system, which allows for up to 18 adjustments just by moving the
seat, footpegs, and handlebar into different positions. Mechanically unchanged from , the
Vulcan Classic, Custom and Classic LT feature a cc liquid-cooled, fuel-injected, V-twin engine.
The Vulcans offer the looks and feel of big cruisers while keeping an affordable price. The
Vulcan Voyager ABS is the king of Kawasaki cruisers, featuring a 1,cc liquid-cooled,
fuel-injected, degree V-twin engine, stylish frame-mounted fairing, intercom headset compatible
audio system, and integrated luggage. The KLX R is a great motorcycle for a new rider who is
looking to experience off-road for the first time. A high-tensile steel frame, 30mm telescopic
fork, and single rear shock provide easy handling and maximum longevity. It also incorporates
an automatic centrifugal clutch system that allows easy take off and shifting through the gears,
helping the rider maintain focus on the terrain and to make the most of the cc single-cylinder,
four stroke engine. The KLX R motorcycle is available in two model variations and is designed
to provide a natural terrain experience with memories to last a lifetime. The powerful cc,
four-stroke, air-cooled, single cylinder engine features an electric starter and keyless ignition.
Its broad and smooth high-revving cc engine utilizes a manual clutch and five-speed

transmission to offer an efficient and user-friendly feel. The KLX R F motorcycle is the third
variation of the KLX models and is designed to provide a natural terrain experience with
memories to last a lifetime. The powerful cc, four-stroke, air-cooled, single-cylinder engine
features an electric starter and keyless ignition. The KLX R off-road motorcycle has been
purpose-built for serious fun in the dirt; with priority placed on both its engine and frame
design. It was designed and built to be a lightweight and easily maneuverable motorcycle for a
broad range of riders. A powerful cc fuel-injected, air-cooled four-stroke engine utilizes an
electric starter and keyless ignition, and has been paired with a reliable, easy-to-use
smooth-shifting six-speed transmission and manual clutch. The KLX R off-road motorcycle
bridges the gap between a weekend play bike and a full race bike. As the flagship of the KLX
lineup, the KLXR combines the best of both engine and chassis performance to create the
ultimate lightweight, fun offroad machine. The powerful cc fuel-injected, liquid cooled
four-stroke engine features an electric starter and keyless ignition. It has a user-friendly
smoothshifting six-speed transmission and manual clutch. The KLX dual-purpose motorcycle is
built to take riders to new places. A smooth and reliable powerful, cc fuel-injected, aircooled
engine has been paired with an easy-to-use smooth-shifting six-speed transmission and manual
clutch, and a compact steel perimeter frame, which were all designed with trail riding in mind.
Full-size wheels, long travel suspension, and ample ground clearance contribute to the off-road
capability of the KLX motorcycle. The new KLX dual-sport is powered by an enduro-inspired cc
liquid-cooled DOHC engine with a rewarding spread of power across the rev range. The engine
features cam profiles sourced from the KLX R off-road model. Several updates to the radiator
deliver superior cooling efficiency, including the use of dual radiators and slimmer radiator
sizing. An innovative radiator fan cover directs hot air down and away from the rider,
significantly increasing comfort when stuck in heavy traffic or operating in warm riding
conditions. The KLX features a box-and-tubular-section high-tensile steel perimeter frame that
creates a slim, lightweight package, which offers maneuverability and excellent handling on- or
off-road. The lightweight, highly rigid aluminum D-section swingarm also contributes to low
unsprung weight. An all-digital instrument panel offers the rider valuable information at a
glance. Where the models differ is overall styling and intended use. This includes inch front and
rear wheels paired with street tires, supermoto tuned suspension, and aggressive styling. The
durability and reliability the KX models are known for creating a dependable platform for
starting off in racing. Featuring a six-speed transmission, race-ready engine, strong stopping
power, and superb handling, the KX65 grooms champions. Its liquid-cooled, two-stroke 65cc
engine and light weight chassis delivers strong controllable power and exceptional handling
that results in the ultimate recipe for winning races. Embedded with the performance and
winning technology of the KX lineup, the KX85 relies on its instantaneous power, nimble
handling, and factory-race inspired styling to reach the checkered flag first. The two-stroke,
single cylinder 85cc engine is equipped with the highly advanced KIPS power valve system that
generates an easy-to-use wide-spread powerband. Championship performance requires power
and reliability, which is exactly why the KX85 stands above the competition. Backed by winning
performance from Kawasaki Team Green, the KX has been a natural step for the riders who are
looking to make the transition from the 85cc class to a full size motocross bike. The Kawasaki
KX motorcycle has more AMA motocross and supercross championships combined than any
other manufacturer in its class and returns for with a list of enhancements that are designed to
continue its winning history by keeping it the best performing bike on track. The model builds
on the engine changes from the previous year to deliver even more power and make it the most
powerful KX to date. The Kawasaki KX motorcycle returns as the flagship model in the
Kawasaki KX lineup for and boasts several new updates to maintain its edge as the leader in its
class. Tuned to best suit race-experienced riders, the cc liquid-cooled, four-stroke engine with
improved engine power, slim aluminum perimeter frame, Showa A-KIT technology suspension,
redesigned hydraulic clutch and electric start are the ultimate combination of a championship
winning package. The KX is built with race-winning components to help Kawasaki riders get to
the top step of the podium. The championship-proven technology of KX race machines has now
been purposely tuned for off-road competition. The softer suspension settings and shorter
gearing ratio help to create the optimal handling package for the race ready off-road KX lineup.
Alberta born and never fully raised, Jared has lived, loved, and laughed on motorbikes his entire
life. He thrives on nothing more than continuing the family legacy with a garage full of ponies
while also passing the addiction down to his own teenage sons. Your email address will not be
published. Sign Up Today Get all the best motorcycle news, reviews and deals delivered to your
inbox weekly. About the author. No Comment Leave a reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. Model Year Motorcycles. Find A Product Search for:. Reliable and
unbiased advice here. Make Smart Decisions Product Buying Guides In-depth guides to help

riders understand what to look for, how to weigh options and make good buying decisions. This
website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to
use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. Kawasaki disease causes
swelling inflammation in the walls of medium-sized arteries throughout the body. It primarily
affects children. The inflammation tends to affect the coronary arteries, which supply blood to
the heart muscle. Kawasaki disease is sometimes called mucocutaneous lymph node syndrome
because it also affects glands that swell during an infection lymph nodes , skin, and the mucous
membranes inside the mouth, nose and throat. Signs of Kawasaki disease, such as a high fever
and peeling skin, can be frightening. The good news is that Kawasaki disease is usually
treatable, and most children recover from Kawasaki disease without serious problems. In the
third phase of the disease, signs and symptoms slowly go away unless complications develop.
It may be as long as eight weeks before energy levels seem normal again. If your child has a
fever that lasts more than three days, contact your child's doctor. Also, see your child's doctor
if your child has a fever along with four or more of the following signs and symptoms:. Treating
Kawasaki disease within 10 days of when it began may greatly reduce the chances of lasting
damage. No one knows what causes Kawasaki disease, but scientists don't believe the disease
is contagious from person to person. A number of theories link the disease to bacteria, viruses
or other environmental factors, but none has been proved. Certain genes may make your child
more likely to get Kawasaki disease. Kawasaki disease is a leading cause of acquired heart
disease in children. However, with effective treatment, only a few children have lasting damage.
Any of these complications can damage your child's heart. Inflammation of the coronary
arteries can lead to weakening and bulging of the artery wall aneurysm. Aneurysms increase the
risk of blood clots, which could lead to a heart attack or cause life-threatening internal bleeding.
For a very small percentage of children who develop coronary artery problems, Kawasaki
disease can cause death, even with treatment. Kawasaki disease care at Mayo Clinic. Mayo
Clinic does not endorse companies or products. Advertising revenue supports our not-for-profit
mission. Don't delay your care at Mayo Clinic Schedule your appointment now for safe
in-person care. This content does not have an English version. This content does not have an
Arabic version. Request an appointment. Overview Kawasaki disease causes swelling
inflammation in the walls of medium-sized arteries throughout the body. Request an
Appointment at Mayo Clinic. Share on: Facebook Twitter. Show references Ferri FF. Kawasaki
disease. In: Ferri's Clinical Advisor Elsevier; Accessed Sept. National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute. Kliegman RM, et al. In: Nelson Textbook of Pediatrics. Become a volunteer. Kawasaki
Disease Foundation. Dionne A, et al. Sundel R. Kawasaki disease: Initial treatment and
prognosis. McCrindle BW, et al. Diagnosis, treatment and long-term management of Kawasaki
disease: A scientific statement for health professionals from the American Heart Association.
Kawasaki disease pediatric. Mayo Clinic; Riggin EA. Allscripts EPSi. Mayo Clinic. Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minn. Learn more about this top honor. Mayo Clinic Marketplace Check out these
best-sellers and special offers on books and newsletters from Mayo Clinic. It is the 8th most
populated city in Japan including the Tokyo Metropolitan Area. As of October 1, , the city has an
estimated population of 1,,, with , households , [1] and a population density of 10, persons per
km 2. Kawasaki is the only city in Japan with more than one million inhabitants that is not a
prefectural capital. The total area is The course of the Tama and the coast of the Bay of Tokyo
have also changed in historical times, so that large parts of the urban area are geologically
young. In the Nara period , the center of the Tachibana district was probably in the area of
today's Takatsu district. Since the Heian period , the domain of the Inage clan has expanded
here. Around the Heiken-ji Buddhist temple better known as Kawasaki-Daishi , founded in , a
monzen-machi, a busy district for the supply of pilgrims, soon emerged. The Bakufu let the
bridges over the Tama collapse and there were ferry connections to nearby Edo in several
places in today's Kawasaki, which laid the foundation for the development of the city. In , the
city machi Kawasaki in the district gun Tachibana was created according to the Japanese
municipal system introduced the year before. In the border between Kanagawa and Tokyo
prefectures was established as the Tama River. On July 1, , the independent city shi- of
Kawasaki with 48, inhabitants was formed through a merger with the city of Daishi formerly
Daishigawara and the village of Miyuki. The most serious attack was an area bombing with
Napalm bombs on April 15, The attacks burned down 9. On April 15, , large parts of the area
around the train station and the industrial area at the port were destroyed by air raids. Since the
s, residential areas for commuters have been created in the northeastern part of the city, which
are connected directly to the centers of Tokyo by new railway lines. On April 1, , Kawasaki
became a decree-designated city seirei shitei toshi with 5 districts. In the new districts of
Miyamae and Asao were created by splitting off from the districts of Takatsu and Tama. In the
course of deindustrialization , industrial areas have recently been increasingly converted into

residential areas mostly Multi-family residential , so that a further increase in population density
can be expected. Kawasaki is located on the right bank of the Tama River , which flows into the
Tokyo Bay here. The city lies like a narrow band between Tokyo in the northeast and Yokohama
in the southwest. The city connects the two major cities and is part of the Greater Tokyo Area ,
the largest and most densely populated urban areas in the world. The eastern area along the
coast of Tokyo Bay is a densely populated industrial zone, part of the Keihin Industrial Zone.
Two rivers cross the urban area. Kawasaki is governed by Mayor Norihiko Fukuda, an
independent elected on 27 October The member city parliament of Kawasaki was re-elected in
the unified elections in April The LDP remained the strongest with 19 seats. Kawasaki was in
June the second Japanese "government-designated city" seirei shitei toshi after Hiroshima ,
which allowed foreigners to participate in municipal referendums. In the member prefectural
parliament of Kanagawa, the districts of Kawasaki used as constituencies together choose 18
deputies. For the House of Representatives Japan , Kawasaki comprises the constituencies
Kanagawa 9 in the west , 10 in the east and 18 in the middle. Fujitsu 's Main Branch is located in
Nakahara-ku. Kawasaki has several factories and development bases of the companies of heavy
industry e. Kawasaki is twinned with the following cities in Japan, worldwide, across the world,
and on the entire Earth. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Designated city. Location of
Kawasaki in Kanagawa Prefecture. Further information: Transportation in Greater Tokyo.
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Kanagawa. Tokyo Yokohama. Osaka Nagoya. We kindly ask that you minimize your time in our
store by calling ahead or emailing your request to our appropriate department. Please refrain
from coming to our store if you have symptoms of or been in contact with anyone who has
symptoms of COVID Wear a mask and sanitize your hands when in our dealership and maintain
social distance from all others not in your party. We may ask you to wait at door as we are
limiting 25 clients at a time. Sorry for any inconvenience this may cause while we all work
through these times together. A family â€” owned and operated Powersports dealership. Our
staff has a collective years of powersports experience, here to guide you through that purchase
of a new or used unit, to servicing your baby, getting the protective clothing to ensure your
riding pleasure and safety. MRM, is a full service dealership. Toggle navigation. Respectfully
your MRM team! Your Family. Dirt Bike Parts and Accessories We are the destination for dirt
bike parts and accessories! Click here to start shopping now. Honda Generators Click here to
view Honda generators. Watch Video with Sound. Choose Your Adventure. Motorcycles New
Sport, Street, Cruiser. Side by Sides New Sport, Utility. Dirt Bikes New Sport, Recreational.
Power Equipment New Residential, Commercial. Apply for financing. Service Department. Your
family Fun Store! Saturday: a. Our main goals are, Do one thing Kawasaki motorcycles and do it
better than anyone else. Help our customers find motorcycles that best match their needs.
Provide our customers with what they want, when they want it, at a price they can afford and
offer a level of service that exceeds our customers expectations. At Burnaby Kawasaki, we look
forward to serving you, our valued customer, for years to come. Please stop by our dealership,
located at Edmonds St. Burnaby, BC and speak with one of our representatives today! Please
utilize our various online resources and allow our excellent network of staff to put you on your
ideal motorcycle today! Burnaby, BC. Burnaby Kawasaki is open for business Burnaby
Kawasaki is open for business. Start your search at Burnaby Kawasaki, located at Edmonds St.
Man driving a Kawasaki Vulcan Custom Motorcycle on a coastal highway with sunrise in
background. Previous Pause Next. Our friendly and knowledgeable sales, financing , service
and parts departments are prepared to make sure your experience is the best it can be, from
answering all your questions while you're making your decision to ongoing maintenance and
customization. Featured Inventory. Ask for details. Trades Welcome Dealer Mileage 0. Order
Yours Today Kawasaki Good Times Financing available O. With the perfect combination of
rugged sport performance and capability, the Teryx4 is made to conquer the outdoors with the
entire crew on board. Sealed rear wet brake delivers strong braking performance and requires
almost no maintenance. V-twin fuel-injected cc engine produces the power necessary to take on
challenging terrain. Strong low- and mid-range torque helps you muscle through the toughest
trails. Precise throttle response means confident driving, while automatic engine braking is key

in managing challenging descents. A longer shock stroke translates to wheel travel increasing
to For navigating over trail obstacles, the new A-arm shape offers increased ground clearance.
Teryx4 S models also get a longer Dash-mounted multifunction digital display meter provides
convenient vehicle information at a glance, like total
2005 honda odyssey bluetooth
nema size 1 starter wiring diagram
2014 4 runner toyota
miles, water temperature and low-oil pressure indicators. Speed-sensitive Electric Power
Steering EPS enhances performance by offering added assistance at lower speeds and great
feedback at higher speeds. Drive with confidence knowing the EPS provides precise steering,
smooth feel and predictable operation to help get you where you want to go. DC power outlets
and cupholders provide added convenience. Conquer the outdoors with thoughtful convenience
features that will make your weekend adventures more enjoyable. Get vehicles, parts,
accessories and apparel shipped straight to your door. NEW All-steel front brush guard helps
protect bodywork. Real Strength. Built for Adventure. Equipped for More. Subscription
Preferences. Enter your email address so that we can find your existing information. Sorry,
cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below form. If you are currently subscribed, check your
email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email from us? We're Sorry. There has been an error.

